
The remaining Cybrid forces are 
eradicated on Mars.  On Earth, Europe is 
liberated and Cybrids in North America 
suffer under the brutal tactics of the 
Blood Eagle.  Caanon uses cloned 
BioDerms with memory implants to take 
the brunt of the Cybrid assaults in South 
America and Africa.  Caanon assaults America and Africa.  Caanon assaults 
Africa and South America; Cybrids there 
are pushed back towards Antarctica.  
The imperial fleet pushes Cybrid ships 
towards the edge of the solar system, but 
do not pursue beyond Titan.

2838

2837

Research leads to the development of Research leads to the development of 
the “gravitic pinch drive,” which further 
increases the range and striking power 
of alliance ships. Human forces strike 
out at Cybrid mining operations in outer 
orbits and utterly destroy the Cybrid 
fleet at Mercury. On Earth, infighting by 
the Cybrids in Europe contributes to the Cybrids in Europe contributes to 
human victories; Cybrids fall back from 
assaults originating in Asia.

Humans begin to reproduce cachetech 
weapons.  The increase in firepower leads 
to a bittersweet victory in Asia, as the final 
surviving Cybrids initiate a radioactive 
fallout prior to self-destructing.  Alliance 
ships, fitted with the new XGE drive, 
launch a widely successful relief mission to 
Mars. XGE-equipped Alliance ships begin Mars. XGE-equipped Alliance ships begin 
to hunt Cybrid ships across the solar 
system.  Cybrids drive north from South 
America all the way to Colorado.

2836

2835

Caanon is inaugurated as the Second Caanon is inaugurated as the Second 
Emperor of the Great Human Empire. 
The Cybrid grip on Earth continues to 
slip: the siege of Nova Alexandria is 
broken, and the tide of battle turns in 
humanity’s favor both in North 
America and in China. 

Using alien technology discovered on 
Mars at the beginning of the Starsiege, 
Imperial engineers led by Elias Xavier 
develop the Xavier Gravitic Envelope 
drive, decreasing Caanon’s transit time 
by 99%.  The Alliance task force achieves 
complete surprise against Cybrid naval 
forces orbiting Earth. Caanonforces orbiting Earth. Caanon’s relief 
force pushes the Cybrids out of Nova 
Alexandria.  Emperor Petresun officially 
listed as dead.

2834

2833

Humanity rallies across the solar Humanity rallies across the solar 
system. The fracturing of the Cybrids 
begun during the Starsiege escalates 
to a complete split in the Cybrid 
ranks. Alliance troops under Caanon 
set out for Earth.

Operation Cardinal Spear attacks 
Pluto.  Harabec Weathers dies holding 
off Cybrids while his brother Caanon 
leads the attack on Prometheus ITself. 
Caanon returns to Earth with the head 
of his brother.  Pluto is destroyed. The 
Cybrids are thrown into chaos following 
the death of their god//tyrant.the death of their god//tyrant.
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